PATMobile

Save and manage PAT test records on your smartphone.

Seaward is taking the original PAT testing app to
the next level. Struggling to find your PAT records?
PATMobile literally puts them in the palm of your hand.
PATMobile app is the perfect answer for those who want a simple
yet powerful record keeping solution for their PAT results. Never get
caught out again when you turn up to site and are asked for a copy of
your PAT records: PATMobile allows you to display your PAT records on
your smartphone or create and share a professional pdf report on the
spot.
Your PrimeTest partner
PATMobile is designed to be the perfect accompaniment to
Seaward’s PrimeTest range of manual PAT Testers. Used together, they
give you the tools to scan barcodes, take photos, store your PAT results,
print a label and generate a report - with just a few taps thanks to our
simple and intuitive user interface design.
The PrimeTest range of PAT testers and the free PATMobile app is the
ideal solution for the small business wanting to test their own tools
and appliances. The simple design of the testers and app means
it’s quick and easy to get up and running with access to unrivalled
support, training and online resources from Seaward, so you can relax
knowing that we have your back.

T: +44 (0) 191 587 8741 E: sales@seaward.com

Key Features:
>>

Fast and intuitive user interface

>>

User customisation

>>

Record your PAT results then
search and filter to get the data
you need fast

>>

In-built calculators for risk
assessments and resistance

>>

Auto-incrementing asset ID

>>

Scanning of both 1D and 2D
barcodes, including Seaward’s
Apollo QR codes

>>

Label printing via Bluetooth
with our Pro printer (purchase of
printer and labels required)

>>

Take photos of the appliances
tested and include in reports

>>

Use the dashboard feature to
keep track of out of date items

>>

Export professional looking PDF
reports or a CSV spreadsheet
containing your results

>>

Available on Android devices

